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Abstract: Business Process Modeling is a skill that is becoming sought after for computer engineers, with Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) being one example of the tools used in modeling activities. Students of the Master of Computer Engineering course at Politecnico di Torino learn about BPMN in dedicated courses but often underperform on BPMN-related exercises due to difficulties understanding how to model processes. In recent years, there has been a surge of studies that employ gamification (using game elements in non-recreational contexts to obtain benefits) as a tool in Computer Engineering education to increase students' engagement with the learning process. This study aims to use the principles of gamification to design a supplementary learning tool for the teaching of information systems technology. In particular, to improve student understanding and use of BPMN diagrams. This study also analyzes the usability and motivation of the participants in using different game elements in increasing student motivation and performance. As part of the study, a prototype web application was developed, which implemented three different designs, each incorporating different game elements relating to either progress, competition, or rewards. An evaluation was then conducted on the prototype to evaluate the performance of the practitioners in performing BPMN modeling tasks with the gamified tool, the usability of the proposed mechanics and the enjoyment of the individual game mechanics that were implemented. With the usage of the gamified tool, the users of the experimental sample were able to complete BPMN modeling tasks with performances compatible with estimates made through expert judgement (i.e., gamification had no negative effect on performance), and were motivated to check the correctness of their models many times during the task execution. The system was evaluated as highly usable (85.8 System Usability Score); the most enjoyed game elements were rewards, levels, progress bars and aesthetics.
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1. Introduction

Computer engineering is consistently one of the most highly demanded fields in the workplace, with computer engineering-related jobs frequently appearing in the ten most in-demand jobs in Europe [1]. Recently these skills have become even more sought after due to the digital workplace transformation accelerated by the pandemic. Part of becoming a computer engineer is understanding business processes and how they relate to information systems. If able to accurately model business processes, computer engineers can more effectively design, evaluate and implement information systems that support business needs.

At the Politecnico di Torino, these skills are taught as part of the Master’s Degree in Computer Engineering course. In particular, students are taught how to model and analyze organizational processes using Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). BPMN is a standard for the graphical representation of business processes. It can be used both at a high level for process analysis and modeling and at a lower level for actual implementation. It describes the functional and organizational aspects, i.e., who does what and when.
Students at the Politecnico often underperform on BPMN-related exercises. The modeling of business processes and their implementation with BPMN is not well understood. BPMN is currently taught at the Politecnico using traditional teaching methods such as lectures and laboratories. However, these teaching methods are being reviewed in the hope of improving student performance. Teachers of the Information Systems course are considering the potential augmentation of new teaching methods such as gamification into their curriculum.

Gamification is a field of research aimed at applying game-like elements to non-game scenarios in order to increase interest, motivation and participation, in both industrial and academic contexts [2]; its application to the Software Engineering discipline is a relatively new process. The main goals of gamification are to increase involved users’ productivity by stimulating positive feelings through an experience capable of engaging them. Creating a gameful experience that properly suits the context is not trivial: game elements cannot simply be considered separately since what actually affects the user is the result of their interaction. Gamification-based approaches have some important advantages from the psychological user-experience perspectives in non-ludic activities, such as increased motivation, focus and engagement, but also better performance and higher efficiency.

Recent studies on the effectiveness of gamification have reported success in using gamification to increase the motivation and participation of students [3–6]. Many of these studies also reported an increase in performance by students that participated in the gamified version of their experiment [4,5,7–9]. However, other studies have reported mixed results [10–12], deducing that the success of the gamified system is highly dependent on the design and implementation of the game elements. As there does not seem to be a unified consensus on the benefits of gamification, it is clear that further research on how gamification is suitable to different scenarios and how to design an effective gamified system is required.

1.1. Goal

The main goal of this study was to design a gamified tool for the teaching of BPMN and to analyze its effectiveness as a strategy to teach BPMN modeling. A gamified tool for BPMN modeling is a novel contribution in the literature, since no similar tools are available in related research.

This study also had a secondary goal of analyzing the effectiveness of different game elements in increasing student motivation, which was identified as a gap in the current literature. For this purpose, several gamification designs were analyzed, both in terms of their effectiveness in increasing student motivation and their potential for increasing student performance with regard to creating accurate BPMN diagrams. Several game elements were assessed and compared, and potential integrations were identified.

At the completion of the study, a recommendation was made on whether or not to incorporate gamification into the teaching of BPMN, as well as proposals for designing the gamified system.

1.2. Scope

This study involved the implementation of a prototype web application. The development part of this study was limited to the application of gamification to existing methods. Consequently, existing tools were incorporated into the application for managing the BPMN diagram creation and linting.

Three different versions of the web application were developed, each designed using different game elements. Since the number of game elements and their combinations are large, this study limited its assessment of game elements to the three different designs, which paired related game elements together. The three types of game elements assessed were those related to progress, competition and rewards.
The web application designs were assessed by conducting a trial on student volunteers from the Master of Computer Engineering course at the Politecnico di Torino.

1.3. Paper Structure

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the current state of the art, examining the theory behind the BPMN notation and gamification, as well as analyzing studies that have similar goals. Section 3 describes the implementation of the tool, explaining which gamified mechanics were selected and also how the various modules that make up the tool, which was named BIPMIN, were developed. Section 4 details the first preliminary evaluation and its findings. Section 5 analyzes the issues that were found during the study; and finally, Section 6 defines future plans for the tool, based on both the results of the preliminary evaluation and on the issues that were found.

2. Background

This section presents an overview of the theoretical concepts behind this study, beginning with an explanation of the BPMN notation, followed by an analysis of gamification and its various uses in Software Engineering. It then concludes with a study on previous works in the literature that have a similar focus.

2.1. Business Process Modeling Notation

The Business Process Modeling Notation (https://www.bpmn.org/, accessed on 28 September 2022) consists of a standard defined by the Business Process Management Initiative, a non-profit organization founded to promote the standardization of common business processes. The organization has since merged with the Object Management Group (https://www.omg.org/, accessed on 28 September 2022) to further the development of e-business and business-to-business practices. The main function of BPMN is providing a graphical representation of the different elements that compose a business process, with the goal of capturing and defining the activities, rules, actors and responsibilities of the different processes. A BPMN diagram is composed of elements that belong to five basic categories [13]: tasks, flows, events, gateways and pools.

2.1.1. Tasks

Tasks, also called Activities, consist of different actions performed during a business process. The most important kinds of tasks are the following ones:

- **User Tasks**: Activities that are performed by a human user with the assistance of a software application;
- **Manual Tasks**: Tasks that are manually performed by users without any kind of software application;
- **Service Tasks**: Tasks that are performed by software applications.

Activities may also represent Sub-Processes, which are useful for process decomposition and general organization. Tasks are represented as rectangles with curved angles, with Figure 1 as an example. Tasks are graphically distinguished by the icon in the upper-left angle (a human for user tasks, a hand for manual tasks and gears for a service task). At the same time, sub-processes are identified by a + shape at the bottom of the rectangle.

![Figure 1. BPMN shapes for task objects.](image)
2.1.2. Flows

Flows are arrow-shaped elements used to connect the different blocks of a BPMN diagram. The most relevant ones are called Sequence Flows, the name being due to the fact that they display the sequence in which the various activities that compose a process are executed. Other significant flows are Message Flows, which are used to show the flow of messages between two separate process participants.

2.1.3. Events

Event objects represent something that can happen during a process and that affects its execution. Events usually have a cause, named trigger, and an impact, named result; moreover, they are split into three different categories (Start, Intermediate, End) based on when they affect the flow of a process. How events are drawn depends on their role in relation to the process flow, with the Start events represented by a single circle, the Intermediate events by a double circle and the End events by a bold circle (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. BPMN shapes for Start, Intermediate and End events.](image)

Events can be used to express situations that can happen during a process without being directly performed by actors, with a figure inside the circle shape defining the event; examples of such events (Figure 3) include:

- Receiving a message, either during a process or as the starting action of a process; identified by the outline of an envelope.
- Sending a message, either in the middle or at the end of a process; identified by a filled-in envelope.
- Timer events signify waiting for a time condition to become true, after which it becomes possible to either start a Process, start a Sub-Process or wait in the middle of a process flow; identified by a clock.
- Events used to catch and handle errors; identified by a distorted N-like shape.

![Figure 3. BPMN shapes for message, timer and error events.](image)

2.1.4. Gateways

Gateway elements control the various sequence flows that compose Processes; they can thus allow branching, merging and joining of process paths. Gateways can be used for splitting and receiving flows, with the behavior changing based on the chosen purpose. Gateways are represented graphically as diamond-shaped elements, as shown in Figure 4, with the caveat that there is no difference between gateways used for splitting or merging flow.

Some of the most commonly used gateways include:

- Exclusive gateways. When used for splitting, they allow only one flow to proceed, while, if used for receiving, they wait for one incoming branch to complete before continuing the flow. The flow that is allowed to proceed in case of splitting execution is the one where the activation condition connected to the gateway is verified. Exclusive gateways are identified by the X symbol.
- Inclusive gateways. They are used to allow one or more incoming flows to proceed, based on specified conditions, in case of splitting execution; instead, if they are used
in reception, they wait for all incoming flows to complete before continuing execution. These gateways are identified by the + symbol.

- Parallel gateways. They split the incoming flow into all the outgoing branches (splitting) while also being used to wait for the completion of all the incoming branches before continuing (receiving). Parallel gateways are identified by a circle symbol.

2.1.5. Pools

Pools are horizontal, rectangle-shaped containers used to represent the different participants in a Business Process. A Pool contains the Sequence Flow associated with a single participant, meaning that it is not possible to have Sequence Flows traverse different Pools (the only action allowed between different Pools is exchanging messages).

2.1.6. BPMN Diagram Evaluation

When analysing BPMN diagrams, a way to determine whether they are correct or not according to various criteria is required. One example of metrics to evaluate BPMN diagrams comes from Dumas et al. [14], who define three main evaluation criteria, which are reported below.

**Syntactic Quality** relates to how much a BPMN diagram follows the syntactical rules and guidelines defined by the process modeling language. This is done via a process called Verification, in which a diagram’s structural (which types of elements are used and how they are connected) and behavioral (the possible sequences of execution of the progress) correctness are both evaluated to ensure every part of the process follows the modeling language’s rules.

**Semantic Quality** concerns the ability of a BPMN diagram to make true statements about the domain it is related to. While there is no defined set of rules for checking semantic quality, a process named Validation can be performed, during which the diagram is compared with the real-world process it is trying to model to assess whether both what is said in the process model is coherent with real life and whether all the relevant parts of the real process are present in the model.

**Pragmatic Quality** relates to the goal of having a process model characterized by a good usability. This usability is measured by the Certification process, in which a diagram is evaluated on how easy it is to understand, how easy it is to apply changes to it and how well it reveals how the process it models works in real life.

Section 3.2.2 will explain in detail how BIPMIN’s evaluation engine works, with the caveat that said engine checks mostly a diagram’s syntactic quality, as the other two are something that is more subjective, as well as comprised of elements that cannot be as easily evaluated as a process model following rules.

2.2. Gamification

Gamification is commonly defined as “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” [10,15–17], as proposed by Deterding [18]. It involves the application of game principles and mechanics to enhance the user experience of tools designed for non-game purposes.

The main goal of gamification is to increase users’ motivation to interact with a system or use a given process [19,20]. It does so by addressing the three basic human needs from self-determination theory: the need for competence, the need for autonomy and the need for relatedness [20–22].
Gamification learns from the experiences and research developments of the game industry, identifying and extracting those features of games which motivate players and make the experience enjoyable and applying them to different industries and environments [16]. The game industry, over the years, has refined techniques for optimizing human motivation and engagement [19], resulting in a set of game elements tailored to human motivation.

For example:

- The need for competence has been addressed by providing the player with opportunities to earn points, awards and badges and compare their competence with other players through leaderboards [20];
- The need for autonomy has been addressed by providing players with a choice of avatars, diverging story paths and choice of ways to play [23];
- The need for connection has been addressed with meaningful storylines centred around the player, cooperative gameplay (with real or simulated players) [20] and through game-related discussion forums [23].

These game elements over the last decade have been applied to non-game contexts with increasing frequency.

Games have been around for centuries; however, gamification as a concept was only recently formally established, with the term’s first documented use in 2008 [18]. Gamification initially emerged from the marketing and digital media industry, then experienced widespread adoption in mid-2010 [15,18]. The idea that gamification could be used to improve the motivation of users was widely accepted [20]. However, conclusive evidence to support this hypothesis was lacking [16,21]. There are many examples of frameworks for gamified systems: the framework named Octalysis, theorized by Chou [24], was chosen as the basis for defining the gamified elements used in this study.

Octalysis defines eight main points, named Core Drives (see Figure 5) to evaluate and define a gamified system:

1. **Epic Meaning and Calling**: the feeling users have when they believe that they are doing something greater than themselves, or that they have been chosen for something. This is usually applied when users dedicate their time to creating something new for their community.
2. **Accomplishment**: the internal drive of making progress, developing skills and eventually overcoming challenges. Considered a necessary drive, as rewards without a challenge behind them are viewed as meaningless, as well as the easiest one to design.
3. **Empowerment of Creativity and Feedback**: the feeling of being part of a creative process, which encourages users to repeatedly figure things out, and try new combinations of actions. It is important to allow users to express their creativity, show the results of said creativity, receive new feedback and then respond in turn.
4. **Ownership and Possession**: the drive works by making users feel like they own something, innately guiding them to actions that improve what they already own and that make them own new things. This likely leads to users spending more time on customizing their avatars in gamified systems, as well as users also hoarding virtual currencies.
5. **Social Influence and Relatedness**: this drive incorporates the social elements that motivate people, such as acceptance, companionship, competition and envy. Seeing friends being particularly skilled at some activity or in possession of some rare or valuable elements can be an excellent motivator to try and reach the same heights.
6. **Scarcity and Impatience**: the feeling of wanting something because it is not possible to have it already; delaying the unlocking of something motivates people to think about it for a long time.
7. **Unpredictability and Curiosity**: the drive of wanting to find out what happens next, as the feeling of the unknown engages the brain and makes people think about the gamified system.
8. **Loss and Avoidance**: a Core Drive based upon the avoidance of something negative happening. Particularly strong with limited opportunities that can fade away, as it drives people to act immediately to avoid losing something forever.


### 2.2.1. Game Elements

There is no strict definition of what constitutes a game element compared to merely an element of digital applications, nor a strict boundary between what constitutes a game principle compared to a game element [18,20]. For this study, game elements are considered to be those components of games which can be extracted and applied to applications in non-game contexts and which are noticeably present in mainstream games, such as the existence of a point system or a reward scheme.

Many studies have characterized the game elements in different ways, with various different lists and descriptions of the elements [16,17,20,25]. An analysis of these studies reveals that a large amount of game elements can prove to be effective and beneficial. The game elements presented below are a subset of the elements commonly seen in many studies on gamification and its effectiveness: they can be grouped under the categories identified by Olgun et al. [26] and are generally believed to be the most effective at increasing motivation and interest of users of gamified systems, and were thus the ones considered for this study.

**Points** are a basic element of many games. They are, in essence, a numerical counter that grows as players complete tasks. Points can come in many formats, e.g., experience points (XP), skill points or reputation, and serve as an indicator of player progress through the game [20].

**Badges, achievements and medals** are different terms for a similar concept: a reward for achieving a specific goal. They are a visible indicator of the players’ accomplishments, commonly represented with a specific picture or icon relevant to the accomplished task. Badges are usually optional but encourage players to perform additional tasks or experiment with different ways of interacting with the system [17,20]. Badges can also be a form of social motivation by creating the essence of belonging to an exclusive club, especially if the badges are challenging to earn [20].
Prizes are items that users receive for achieving a task or goal. These items can be tangible, such as extra marks for a graded course for the student at the top of the leaderboard, or intangible, such as in-game items or currency. In this study, Gamification was assessed as a tool for inciting user motivational behaviors. Therefore, only intangible prizes were considered (tangible prizes are considered a separate motivational tool for gamification).

Progress bars are one method of displaying user progress through a gamified system. Similar to those seen when loading a web page, progress bars usually take the shape of horizontal rectangles filled to a certain point to indicate how much of a task a user has completed.

Levels are attached to the user’s profile or avatar and are a method of indicating the user’s experience with using a system. Commonly, there are a fixed number of levels available, which could be either numbered sequentially or labeled according to experience, for example, from novice to master. As the user completes tasks, their experience improves, which is indicated by a transition to the next level. Levels are generally tied to experience points (XP), but any counter can be used to indicate progress to the next level.

Challenges are complex tasks that require persistence, dedication and the display of skill to overcome. In gamification, challenges can be used as a method for testing participants’ skills, providing them with an arena for proving their competence in a given activity. Essentially, challenges in gamified applications consist of completing a larger task than would be required during regular use of the application.

Leaderboards compare the performance of users against others. They are generally shown as a rankings table, using performance metrics (such as points or badges earned) to sort users from highest to lowest rank. Leaderboards leverage the competitive nature of humans, displaying users’ performance compared to their peers to motivate them to improve their status [20].

Competition and Cooperation involves users working directly either against one another or with each other to achieve a shared task. Separately from leaderboards, the Competition game element refers to direct competition with a peer in a one-versus-one or group-versus-group scenario. Cooperation refers to users working with others to achieve a common goal. Cooperation can either happen within members of an explicitly defined team, or as part of a fluid collective.

Quests are tasks to be completed by the user. They are similar to the challenges game element mentioned previously. However, quests expand on these by providing a narrative aspect to the challenge. These narrative aspects provide a fictional reason for users to complete the tasks. They can be either independent stories or part of the overarching narrative for a gamified system.

Avatars are visual representations of users displayed within a gamified system [20]. They can either be selected by the user from a set list of avatar choices or created and designed by the user. Avatars allow users to express their personality and character separate from their physical appearance. In this way, they can provide a means of social interaction with a potentially different experience compared to the real world.

Easter Eggs are hidden surprises that can be discovered by users of a system. They are generally camouflaged and require users to search deeply within a system to uncover them. Easter eggs are used to encourage exploration and reward dedicated users.

Aesthetics are related to the look and feel of a user interface. This includes, but is not limited to, the color scheme, layout of components, font choices and animations. The aesthetics of a user interface are of major importance when it comes to the effective use of gamification concepts [20].

Feedback covers a broad design aspect, which is particularly important when used in an educational environment. Feedback in a gamified computer application includes interactive tutorials, error warnings, correction suggestions and notifications for the correct completion of tasks. These types of immediate feedback, which can be provided by a computer application to many students at once, as opposed to students waiting their turn for individual feedback from a teacher, can enable an accelerated learning environment.
2.2.2. Gamification in Education

Gamification has been increasingly used in the education sector as a tool to motivate student learning [21]. In the classroom context, Gamification has proved to be an effective tool to lower the learning curve of complex topics [3,27], increasing student motivation to complete tasks [6] and also as a tool for countering boredom and feelings of loneliness for users of online learning platforms [10]. It is seen as a solution for meeting the needs of next-generation students [15].

Gamification and gamified learning is not to be confused with game-based learning. Game-based learning involves the specific development of a game that is designed for educational purposes, i.e., has the goal of teaching students about a particular subject [15]. Gamified learning, on the other hand, consists of making use of some game-like elements to enhance existing learning processes [21]; for example, an online learning tool with game-based elements rather than an actual game that aims to teach a specific subject.

Methods for applying gamification techniques to education practices are still being researched and developed. The process for their application can be time-consuming for educators, and their effectiveness is varied, with some gamification studies showing a detrimental effect on learning outcomes [15]. The challenges of designing an effective gamified learning system is that they are complex, requiring a deep understanding of motivational mechanisms, which are not well understood or implemented [28]. In response to the need for a more robust gamification design process and to ease the burden on educators, several gamification frameworks have been proposed: Dicheva et al. [28] developed OneUp, a customizable gamified platform for the definition of exercises by instructors, with a distinction between warm-up and serious exercises, allowing students to train and obtain rewards with easy questions before trying the graded, serious exercises; the OneUp tool supports, in addition to static exercises such as multiple choice questions, true/false statements and matching, dynamic exercises which do not have a fixed solution but are checked for correctness via a program supplied by the instructor. While results from the study described it as an effective platform for increasing student motivation, its focus on theory concepts had made it incompatible with the BIPMIN tool’s development.

A framework for gamification of Software Engineering courses has been proposed by Uskov and Sekar [29]: this framework performs a thorough mapping between the various categories of gamification techniques (identified by the authors as feedback, progress and behavior) and the actions to be performed during the entire course (assignments, deadlines, teamwork, course status, extra points for harder assignments, course grades, to name a few). An experiment performed by the authors during a Software Engineering course revealed a strong appreciation of the different gamified techniques by the students: said techniques are recommended by the authors to be implemented in Computer Science courses. Another example of a framework used for gamifying a Software Engineering course comes from Dubois and Tamburrelli [30]: the study focuses on programming best practices, doing so by integrating the students’ development environment with the Sonar [31] platform, enabling students to view the quality scores of their developed code. The experiment performed by the authors made use of a competition mechanism for their gamified strategy, dividing the students into a group of students that could only see their own scores and a group that had access to a leaderboard containing all the students in the group. Results of the experiment show that a few of the measured metrics had higher averages in the group that had competition mechanics, leading authors to theorize that gamification with competition may lead to students improving more in comparison to gamification without it. The latter two frameworks presented above show that gamification can have benefits in terms of student participation and motivation when applied to classroom environments; however, these studies focus on arguments that cannot be applied to the BIPMIN tool, which is more effective as a simple exercise platform.
2.2.3. Gamification in Computer Engineering

The use of gamification in education is especially suited to material that is difficult, tedious or requires intensive collaboration [16]. Applying gamification techniques to repetitive or monotonous tasks can help make these tasks engaging to students [17,32]. For this reason, gamification has been considered particularly suitable for the education of Computer Engineering subjects [15]. Computer Engineering requires students to learn a number of different programming languages. For many students, learning computer programming is a difficult task [3,33]; moreover, they also lack motivation and interest in the subject due to its monotonous nature [4,32].

The utilization of gamification techniques in Computer Engineering education is still in its infancy [15]. However, over the last decade, studies have emerged regarding the effectiveness of gamification in the field, particularly for learning computer programming. For example, Marín et al. [3] applied gamification to the teaching of C programming at university and found that it had a statistically significant positive effect on student learning performance. Prabawa et al. [4] created a gamified media application to support the learning of basic programming concepts, finding that students were more engaged in the learning process and showed a better understanding of the concepts. Tasadduq et al. [7] explored the effects of gamification on students with a rote learning background and found no significant effect of gamification on students’ motivation, noticing simply that the students in the gamified track performed significantly better in the assessments.

Many literature reviews and mappings have been performed on the applications of gamification to Computer Engineering [15,34–38], exploring the methods and strategies adopted to find common elements and effective strategies. By reading these reviews it becomes apparent that the application of gamification to Computer Engineering, and to Software Engineering more precisely, is starting to become a widespread activity.

When considering Software Engineering and its various disciplines, gamified strategies are adopted at many different steps such as: testing (e.g., Bell et al. present testing as quests to complete [39]; Fraser et al. present Code Defenders, a competitive game where one player plays as the hacker and the other has to find defects through tests [40]; Fulcini and Ardito [41] present a gamified plugin for Scout [42], a tool for automated exploratory testing of graphical user interfaces); requirements definition (e.g., Snipes et al. present a gamified environment where requirements elicitation is enhanced with voting, rankings and leaderboards [43]); and development (e.g., graphical achievements provided by the Visual Studio IDE). This growing trend of adaptation is promising and encouraging, but the reviews also note that there is still a lack of strong empirical evidence for the benefits of gamification, meaning that future research is still required.

Finally, the literature has also provided frameworks to enable gamification of Computer Engineering education activities. An example from the Framework for Gamified Programming Education, or FGPE [44]: this framework provides the specifications for the gamification scheme and the exercise definition, a collection of gamified exercises covering different and popular programming languages, software for editing the exercises and an interactive learning environment for the students.

2.3. Related Work

There have been a few examples of tools and platforms developed to assist the teaching of modeling languages with the use of gamification. The examples that appear in this subsection are to be considered different from the ones that have appeared before due to the fact that they all share the underlying goal of teaching modeling languages: they are considered related work because they are studies about teaching the same specific field of Computer Engineering as BIPMIN. Many examples of tools that perform similar activities to BIPMIN are plugins developed for Papyrus (https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/, accessed on 28 September 2022), a modeling tool that belongs to the Eclipse platform. One example of a plugin appears in the work of Cosentino et al. [45], where authors define a gamified
system for teaching about Unified Modeling Language. The system is divided into three separate, interconnected metamodels:

- **Game.** A metamodel composed of levels with increasing difficulty, with each level being formed by groups that represent specific domain areas (e.g., different kinds of UML diagrams). Groups have achievements associated with them, and achievements are earned after successfully completing a series of predefined tasks.

- **Project.** A metamodel used to represent the project structure of the tool, listing all the various projects, folders, and files.

- **Status.** The final metamodel differs from the other two as it is not instantiated at design time, but it is only used during runtime to keep track of all game processes during a specific game instance. The structure of a Status metamodel mirrors that of a Game one.

The work is particularly notable because of its focus on aspects that are often overlooked in gamified tools, e.g., cheating prevention (game status is encrypted to avoid modifications) and user privacy (users can decide whether progress in the game can be collected by developers or not). Cosentino et al. [45] also mention in their study that their plugin can support other modeling languages such as SQL or the Entity-Relation model since these languages are present in the Papyrus tool.

Another study that improves the Papyrus tool with a gamified plugin has been conducted by Bucchiarone et al. [27]. The plugin, named Papygame, presents a dedicated game User Interface where users can keep track of their history, achievements, and progress. The authors also present a separate gamification engine used for defining rules and keeping track of the player status, and a *Game Master* module used to set up the game, apply its mechanisms and rules and convey information about actions made in the game to the gamification Engine. Papygame makes use of three different game mechanisms to gamify the learning experience. The first one is based on game mechanisms such as the classic Hangman game. The second mechanism is based on obtaining experience (XP) and gold coins, with each completed level unlocking the next exercise and a reward for XP and gold coins. Ten gold coins can be used by students to remove one thing to be completed in their assignment, and the accumulated XP can be used to buy additional gold coins. The third mechanism consists of a virtual teacher who explains the rules and exercises and congratulates students on their performance. What happens in practice is that students are encouraged by rewards (coins and experience points) and feedback, with the Hangman receiving new parts for each error acting as another (negative) source of motivation, as failing is useful to try and improve for future tries.

There are also studies that move away from pre-existing tools such as Papyrus and develop their work: such is the case of BPMS-Game (Mancebo et al. [46]), a tool that introduces badges, leaderboards, and achievements as mechanisms to increase attention to rules for defining business process models. BPMS-Game focuses mainly on the sustainability aspect of business models, a side that authors view as often neglected and should be the main focus of everyone who wants to define BPMs. The tool works by allowing administrators to define sustainability rules that employees have to respect when defining their models, as correctly following the rules translates to obtaining new awards and badges. Authors claim that using gamified elements in their tool should be a significant asset in improving the quality and attention to the sustainability of business modeling practices.

A different example of a tool that is used to facilitate the teaching of BPMN comes from the study of Kutun and Schmidt [47]: this study differentiates itself from the ones cited before as it consists of a game-based learning strategy rather than a gamified software tool. The study implements its teaching strategy via a board game composed of a BPMN wheel and a notation elements wheel: by spinning the first one players (who are divided into teams that face one another in a match) can earn cards with theoretical details, cards with questions that, if answered correctly reward them with coins, the right to turn the second wheel or the right to model a process with their teammates. Spinning the second wheel can reward players with various possible components of a BPMN diagram (activities, events,
gateways, pools). The game’s goal consists of modeling the described business process by obtaining the necessary elements with the two wheels, with the winning team being the one able to model the process with the lowest amount of errors within the given time slot (seventy minutes). The evaluation of a modeling test conducted by the authors before and after an experiment with the game revealed an improvement in the model quality for all the teams involved.

It can be said, after analyzing a few examples of pre-existing tools that aim to teach BPMN or other modeling languages with either gamification or game-like approaches, that there seem to be no examples of a gamified tool for teaching BPMN. The one example that comes the closest to this is BPMS-Game [46], which, however, focuses more on teaching how to improve modeling practice with the goal of improving sustainability of models. To the best of our knowledge, no gamified tool in the state of the art is focused on teaching modeling for beginners and students.

3. The Proposed Framework

In this section, the framework proposed for the gamification of BPMN modeling learning is described. The respective subsections describe: (i) the game elements that were selected and the motivation behind the choice; (ii) the implementation of the tool and the software components that were developed.

3.1. Selected Game Elements

The goal of this study was to analyze the applicability of gamification as a strategy for the education of BPMN, with the secondary goal of analyzing the usability and motivational impact of different game elements. To achieve these goals, three different versions of the gamified web application were developed, each utilizing different gamification elements. The gamification elements were grouped according to motivational themes. The three versions were related to progress, competition and rewards, and were identified accordingly. These themes were chosen to better understand the importance and effectiveness of the different motivational concepts represented in the different game elements. Referring back to what was discussed in Section 2, Table 1 details all the game elements that are present in the BIPMIN tool, together with the corresponding Core Drive from the Octalysis framework, as well as a brief explanation of the reasoning for choosing the various elements.

Table 1. Game elements present in BIPMIN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Core Drive</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progress Bars</td>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Tying visual feedback to skill progression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill Levels</td>
<td>Accomplishment</td>
<td>Encouraging skill progression by increasing appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
<td>Social Influence</td>
<td>Implementing competition between users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience Points</td>
<td>Accomplishment</td>
<td>Gauging user progress, ranking users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avatars</td>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Allowing users to customise their experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prizes</td>
<td>Ownership</td>
<td>Giving users a reason to keep solving new exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlockable Exercises</td>
<td>Unpredictability</td>
<td>Giving users new challenges and new rewards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The choice of game elements came after an analysis of the systematic literature review by Olgun et al. [26], which shows that the most common game elements appearing in studies about gamification and Software Engineering are rankings, badges, levels, quests and awards. The three different versions of the BIPMIN tool were developed starting from these elements: rankings were used for the inspiration of the competition version with its leaderboards, the concept of levels was used for the progress version while awards were used as the base for the rewards version.

The three different versions of the BIPMIN tool are presented as follows.

- **Progress** focuses on game elements that display the users’ progress through a set of tasks. In this study, the use of progress bars was adopted, such as the one shown in Figure 6. Progress can also refer to an increasing level of competence for the user. In games, this competence level is often represented by a skill level. In this study,
a skill level was also included in this version of the web application, with users being able to progress through four different skill levels: from “Noob” to “Padawan” to “Genius” and finally to “Grandmaster”. The labels of these skill levels were chosen with reference to popular culture in an effort to be more appealing to students of Computer Engineering.

Total progress:

Figure 6. Example of a progress bar.

- **Competition** focuses on game elements that compare users to one another. This version of the web application made use of a leaderboard to display and rank the progress of all users of the application, encouraging users to seek out the top position. In conjunction with the leaderboard, it was also necessary to implement a point-based system, with users earning experience points upon completion of exercises. These experience points (XP) were then used as the metric for ranking users on the leaderboard. User avatars were also included in this version, providing users with a simple way to project their personality into the system, which was also shared with their peers in the leaderboard display. Users were provided with the option of selecting from a set of 12 different avatars, each of a caricatured animal. An example of these three game elements in use is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Example of a leaderboard using points and avatars.](image)

- **Rewards** focus on awarding the user with prizes for completing tasks. In this version of the web application, rewards are intangible and are represented by pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. Upon completion of exercises, users are rewarded with a number of jigsaw pieces proportional to the difficulty of the exercise. These jigsaw pieces come together to form a hidden image, with users only able to view the portions of the image shown on the pieces they have collected. This version also implements unlockables, which is another game element related to rewards. In the web application, subsequent exercises are locked and can not be attempted until a sufficient number of previous exercises have been successfully completed.

Shared Elements

Shared game elements spanning all three versions of the application include the aesthetic design and use of immediate feedback. The aesthetic design of the application endeavoured to be clear and pleasant to view, following the principles of user interface design as proposed by Benyon [48]. Users should be able to quickly understand the layout of the application and easily navigate and interact with the components. Visual components were chosen based on their ease of use and consistency with expected norms. A color scheme using lime green as the primary color was chosen for the application. Green was selected as it represented correctness, as a color often used for showing success, to make
users feel more successful. Gold was chosen as the color representing the rewards because of its association with treasure.

Immediate feedback was identified as a game element that would be beneficial for inclusion in a gamified education tool. With immediate feedback, users can quickly learn from their mistakes without having to wait for a traditional review by a teacher. Immediate feedback was implemented in the BIPMIN application through a “check solution” button, which, when pressed, analyzed the current diagram and displayed any errors to the user. If no errors are found, the user is notified of the successful completion of the exercise.

Following the Octalysis guidelines and patterns defined by Chou [24], the tool and its gamified elements were also analyzed to obtain a visual representation of its strengths and weaknesses. Note that we used the Octalysis visualization tool after the gamification mechanics were selected and in a quantitative way, i.e., for each mechanic that was implemented in the tool we assigned a point to the related core drive. Thereby, the Octalysis tool is used only as a visualization of the implemented mechanics and not as a qualitative, subjective assessment and scoring of the eight drives as they are perceived by the final users of the gamified tool.

The resulting graph, shown in Figure 8, displays an imbalance, with a greater focus on the Accomplishment and Ownership Core Drives, while others such as Scarcity, Avoidance and Epic Meaning appear neglected. This imbalance will require future changes and improvements aimed at increasing the effects of the neglected core drives. Some examples of how the tool could be improved include:

- Implementing a “story” as a background for the tool and linking progress with the exercises to progress in the story, giving players increased purpose.
- Adding a mechanism for keeping track of the errors made by students, with a loss of points assigned to exercises in case of too many errors. The presence of negative consequences to avoid could prove to be an effective mechanic in increasing student interest.

By observing the chart it can also be inferred, however, that the different versions of the tool, with the various gamified mechanics, have a positive influence on many of the Core Drives defined by the framework, meaning that the existing mechanics are a good starting point for building a complete and effective tool for teaching BPMN modeling with the assistance of gamification.

![Figure 8. Octalysis graph of BIPMIN’s gamified elements.](image)

3.2. Implementation

A number of different software tools were utilized to develop the web application. bpmn.js (https://bpmn.io/toolkit/bpmn-js/, accessed on 28 September 2022) was chosen
as the BPMN modeling tool. It provides the functionality to interactively create BPMN diagrams and can be embedded into existing web applications. bpmn.js is written in JavaScript and provides a version for embedding that allows access to the individual components of its library. As part of the core services, bpmn.js provides access to its ElementRegistry, which lists all of the components existing in the currently displayed diagram. The ElementRegistry also includes a number of APIs to retrieve elements based on different criteria, as well as providing access to their properties. This functionality was used in the BIPMIN application to create custom BPMN diagram evaluation rules, explained further in Section 3.2.2.

Being an open-source project, bpmn.js, a part of bpmn.io, has an online community [49] where developers share examples of their usage of bpmn.js and propose extensions to the library. One extension available in the community is the bpmn-js-bpmnlint extension [50], which provides a linting functionality to the BPMN modeler. This linting functionality will validate the currently displayed diagram against a set of standard BPMN diagram rules and display errors on the diagram when any rules have been broken. An example of the bpmn-js-bpmnlint extension incorporated into bpmn.js is shown in Figure 9. The bpmn-js-bpmnlint extension was also incorporated into the BIPMIN web application. It was used to provide students with feedback on their diagrams and encourage good modeling practices.

![Figure 9. Bpmnlint incorporated into bpmn.js.](image)

### 3.2.1. Exercises

A set of exercises related to the creation of BPMN diagrams needed to be developed for use in testing the BIPMIN web application. A study of relevant literature included recommendations that exercises in gamified systems be designed with increasing difficulty levels and adapted to the skills of the students [5]. The difficulty should be designed while also considering the time required to complete the exercises: if they take too long, students may not have sufficient time to complete them; on the other hand, if they are too short, students may find exercises too trivial and meaningless [51]. For this study, the exercises were designed to be short, with experienced users able to complete each exercise in under 5 min. In this way, the prototype could be more efficiently evaluated, focusing on the motivational impact of the gamification components, with testers able to complete multiple exercises during the testing period. The exercises were also designed with increasing difficulty levels, introducing new BPMN concepts as users progressed through the system.

### 3.2.2. Evaluation Engine

BPMN diagrams have traditionally been evaluated manually by teachers of the Information Systems course at the Politecnico di Torino. This assessment process is time-consuming, and students receive feedback about their diagrams in a delayed manner. A goal in the development of the BIPMIN web application was to implement an immediate
feedback mechanism to allow students to improve their skills more efficiently and increase engagement. This required the development of a BPMN diagram evaluation engine to allow the web application to programmatically assess the BPMN diagrams. This tool would not only assess the diagrams against the standard rule set (as implemented using the bpmn-js-bpmnlint extension) but also against a set of definable assessment criteria provided by the teacher for each exercise. These additional rules define the success criteria for completing the exercise. Upon evaluation of an exercise, the application will then provide students with feedback on criteria that are not satisfied, allowing them to review their solution and correct any mistakes.

A specific grammar was developed for the creation of the assessment criteria, which is then used by the web application to appropriately assess the diagrams. Together with the grammar, a list of six different criteria accepted by the application were also defined. This criteria list is not exhaustive but was developed to provide a good breadth of assessment criteria sufficient to guide students to the right solution and improve their BPMN diagram creation practices; moreover, further programmatic assessment criteria could be developed in the future to improve the capabilities of the BIPMIN tool. When using the API to define new exercises, the rules must be defined using the appropriate grammar related to the intended rule. The API accepts objects in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format. Components listed in the grammar rules must be labeled according to their specific bpmn.js type, as used in the element registry of the BPMN Modeler.

The six criteria used by the evaluation engine, together with the corresponding grammar definition for each, are listed below:

1. **Specific BPMN components must be present in the diagram.**
   - This rule defines the number of components that must be present in the completed diagram. For example:
     ```json
     {"StartEvent": 1, "Task": 2, "EndEvent": 1}
     ```
     requires the diagram to contain exactly one starting event, two tasks and one ending event.

2. **Connections are required between components of a specified type.**
   - This rule defines which connections between components are required to be present in the completed diagram. The connection is defined by specifying a target of a given component type. For example:
     ```json
     {"Target_ExclusiveGateway" : "Task"}
     ```
     requires an exclusive gateway to be connected to a task. These components are evaluated in order, meaning that in this example, the task must follow the exclusive gateway in the flow sequence.

3. **A component with a specific type definition must be present.**
   - This rule defines which type definitions must exist for specific components in the diagram. For example:
     ```json
     {"Definition_EndEvent" : "TerminateEventDefinition"}
     ```
     requires an end event to be of type `terminate`.

4. **A specific message flow from one element to another.**
   - This rule defines the message flow connections required in diagrams with multiple pools. For example:
     ```json
     {"MessageFlow_Task" : "StartEvent"}
     ```
     requires a message flow connection from a task in one pool to a start event in another pool.
5. **Number of outgoing connections on a specific component type.**
   - This rule defines the number of subsequent sequence flows coming from a component in the diagram. For example:
     ```json
     {"Outgoing_ExclusiveGateway" : 2}
     ```
     means that an exclusive gateway must have exactly two outgoing connections to other components.

6. **Number of incoming connections on a specific component type.**
   - This rule defines the number of prior sequence flows coming into a component in the diagram. For example:
     ```json
     {"Incoming_ExclusiveGateway" : 2}
     ```
     means that an exclusive gateway must have exactly two incoming connections from other components.

The assessment criteria defined using the proposed grammar were then used by the evaluation engine of the BIPMIN web application. This engine works by loading the element registry provided by `bpmn.js` which lists all the components present in the current diagram along with their properties. For this reason, the specific `bpmn.js` component types must be specified so that the evaluation engine can compare the assessment criteria to those components listed in the registry. For each criteria, the evaluation engine filters the registry for the relevant components and checks that the criteria are satisfied. For example, criteria five will check that at least one of the components has the correct number of outgoing connections. A snippet of the code implementing the check of criteria five is shown in Listing 1:

**Listing 1.** Code for checking criteria five.

```javascript
const componentNode = elementRegistry.filter((e) =>
  e.type === "bpmn:" + component
)
for(let comp of componentNode){
  if(comp.outgoing.length === numberOut){
    satisfied = true
  }
}
```

Upon evaluation of an exercise, the application will then provide students with feedback on criteria that are not satisfied, allowing them to review their solution and correct any mistakes.

The evaluation engine was developed as an example of the potential for automatic assessment of BPMN diagrams. This example does not cover all errors that could be made by students during the creation of diagrams and the interpretation of the exercise description. BPMN diagrams are also inherently subjective, with multiple correct solutions being possible depending on the description of the task. In the BIPMIN application, the exercises were designed to provide clarity on which components are required in the diagram, specifically listing each of the components to help students create diagrams that would satisfy the evaluation criteria. The evaluation engine is, therefore, useful for simple exercises to teach students the basic concepts of BPMN modeling, but it does not scale well to complex solutions. In addition, it was not possible for the evaluation engine to easily identify specific nodes on a diagram because the ID of components could not be guaranteed. It could only check for the existence of node types and their connections. It was, therefore, difficult to check the specific ordering of components of a diagram if that diagram included multiple nodes of the same type. This constraint could possibly lead to incorrect diagrams being assessed by the engine as correct. Further developments on the
capability of the evaluation engine and the addition of more detailed criteria definitions are recommended if the application is to be deployed in a classroom environment.

Another limitation of the evaluation engine is related to the different categories of quality defined by Dumas et al. [14]: from a development and engineering point of view, it is not trivial to implement checks on semantic and pragmatic quality since they depend on parameters such as the coherence between a process diagram and the real world or the readability of the diagram. The criteria defined by the evaluation engine are to be considered as a starting point of rules that are intended to be expanded upon for future studies, which will aim to develop extensive criteria for evaluating the syntactic quality of BPMN diagrams.

3.2.3. User Interface

The final design of the BIPMIN application was generated using components from the React-Bootstrap (https://react-bootstrap.github.io/, accessed on 28 September 2022) library to provide visual elements consistent with modern material design.

An example of the main page of the BIPMIN application is shown in Figure 10, which displays the progress version of the application. The main part of this page is allocated to the BPMN modeler, with the title of the currently selected exercise displayed at the top and buttons below the modeler to check the solution of the current exercise or navigate to the next or previous exercise. On the left is a side panel, which allows users to select directly which exercise they wish to complete and also shows the exercise instructions. This panel also includes progress bars indicating how many exercises the user has completed for each of the parts, as well as the total progress on all exercises displayed at the bottom. At the top of this side panel, the user’s current level is displayed, with guidance on how to progress to the next level.

![Figure 10. Progress version main page.](image)

All three versions of the BIPMIN application share a similar main screen as in Figure 10; however, each version has its own flavor for the side panel. For the competition version, the side panel includes two tabs, one showing the list of available exercises and the other showing the leaderboard. The competition version side panels are shown in Figure 11. The exercise list is similar to that of the progress version; however, the competition version displayed the number of experience points the user will earn upon completing each exercise. It also includes a tab for viewing the current state of the leaderboard, listing the rank of all users based on the experience points they collected. At the top of the side panel, users can see their total experience points and their chosen avatar.
The rewards version side panel includes two tabs: one showing the exercise list similar to the competition version; and the other showing the users’ reward collection. These tabs are shown in Figure 12. The exercise list in this version displayed the number of jigsaw pieces the user will be rewarded with upon completing each exercise. This version also includes unlockables, so subsequent parts in the exercise list are locked until the completion of the previous exercises. This is displayed using a padlock icon, and users cannot view the exercise descriptions until the parts are unlocked. The rewards tab lists the number of pieces collected by the user so far and also shows their portion of the image in the hidden jigsaw puzzle.

![Figure 11. Competition version main page—exercise list view and leaderboard tabs. (a) Exercise list. (b) Leaderboard.](image-url)
4. Preliminary Evaluation

The evaluation of the BIPMIN tool consisted of two parts: one part assessed the usability of the tool, and another part evaluated the effectiveness of the different game elements represented in the three different versions of the application in motivating the participants. The assessment of both parts was conducted during a single trial program.

4.1. Design

The design of the trial program followed the Goal Question Metric (GQM) template [52] by determining first the goal of the trial, then the associated research questions to be answered by the trial, and finally the metrics with which to measure the outcomes of the trial and answer the corresponding research questions.

4.1.1. Goal

The trial program conducted for this study was a preliminary evaluation of the usability of the tool and of the enjoyment and motivation of participants to utilize the proposed game elements. The GQM template, shown in Table 2, was used to formulate the goal. The goal can be expressed as follows:

*The purpose of this study is to evaluate and improve the usability and motivation of participants in using different game elements in motivating students to interact with a gamified BPMN modeling application from the point of view of software development researchers in the context of an educational environment.*

Gathering preliminary results on the usability and interest of the participants toward the various game elements will help inform future gamification studies on the importance of each of the assessed game elements, helping to focus the design of future systems on game elements and combinations that are more crucial to designing successful applications.
Table 2. GQM Template.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object of study</th>
<th>gamified BPMN modeling application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>evaluate and improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>effectiveness at encouraging student interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>educational environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>developers, researchers, teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation also included an analysis of the usability of the BIPMIN application to enable improvements to the tool for use in a subsequent larger experiment. A larger experiment is planned to be conducted during the teaching of the Information Systems course at the Politecnico di Torino. This preliminary evaluation will be used to improve the tool so that it is ready for deployment for use in the course experiment, which is planned to be run during the next semester of the university course program.

This trial program also provided a proof of concept for the utility of the technology in Computer Engineering educational environments.

4.1.2. Research Questions and Metrics

Following the GQM technique, a set of research questions were developed to represent the intent of the evaluation. The trial was designed to answer the following three research questions:

- **RQ1:** Is the system effective in motivating students to perform modeling tasks?
- **RQ2:** What is the usability of the system?
- **RQ3:** Which game elements are preferred by the users of the system?

The objective of RQ1 is to assess whether the tool is capable of providing a reasonable performance in the tasks executed by the participants, and whether the adopted mechanics are able to motivate the participants in controlling their solution’s correctness and perform additional tasks. Thereby, measurements were taken to determine if students could:

- Successfully log in to the application;
- Easily navigate to their desired location;
- Understand how to complete exercises within the application;
- Understand the feedback provided by the application to easily recover from any errors, and
- interact positively with the game elements implemented.

To assess the performance and motivation provided by the BIPMIN application, we also considered a quantitative measure of the time it took participants to complete certain tasks relating to the navigation of the web application. Each task listed in Table 3 (a number of which were included to answer this research question) was assigned success criteria along with corresponding metrics to measure the success. The list of success criteria for each task is listed in Table 4. The exercises designed for the tool are shared among the different tool versions, with the caveat that their order is different depending on the version (e.g., the first exercise of the rewards version appears as the fourth exercise for the competition version); since the tasks required participants to perform the first exercise of each version this allowed participants to experience different exercises for different tasks. To evaluate the comprehension of the exercise error feedback, a metric was also included counting the number of times the participant checked their solution when completing exercise-related tasks (this check also displayed the list of errors to the user). The time values for a successful task completion were decided under the assumption that each task (with the corresponding sub-tasks) could be completed successfully in the specified time (e.g., the time for successful completion of task 3.1 was chosen as five minutes because said time was hypothesized to be an acceptable time to complete the sub-task). These times were hypothesized based on expert judgement and experience of the authors in previous editions of the course where the students were asked to solve equivalent exercises.
Table 3. Participant task list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Complete the tutorial. Once you have finished, ask the facilitator to check your solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Log in to your account using the credentials provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| T3   | 1. Enter the progress version and complete the first exercise.  
   2. Note your current skill level.  
   3. Return to the main screen. |
| T4   | 1. Enter the competition version and complete the first exercise.  
   2. Note your position on the leaderboard.  
   3. Choose your avatar.  
   4. Return to the main screen. |
| T5   | 1. Enter the rewards version and complete the first exercise.  
   2. Note your reward collection.  
   3. Return to the main screen. |
| T6   | Complete 1 extra exercise from the version of your choice. |
| T7   | Complete further exercises if desired, with the version of your choice, then please fill out the post-experiment surveys. |

Table 4. Usability task success criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Success Criteria</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| T1   | The participant follows the instructions provided and is able to complete the exercise (in 5 min) | Time to complete  
Number of requests to check the solution |
| T2   | The participant logs in to the tool successfully (in 30 s) | Time to complete  
Number of clicks on the check solution button |
| T3   | 1. The participant completes the first exercise (in 5 min)  
2. The participant records their level (in 30 s)  
3. The participant returns to the home screen (in 30 s) | Time to complete  
Number of clicks on the check solution button |
| T4   | 1. The participant completes the first exercise (in 5 min)  
2. The participant records their rank (in 30 s)  
3. The participant selects a new avatar (in 2 min)  
4. The participant returns to the home screen (in 30 s) | Time to complete  
Number of clicks on the check solution button |
| T5   | 1. The participant completes the first exercise (in 5 min)  
2. The participant records the number of pieces collected (in 1 min)  
3. The participant returns to the home screen (in 30 s) | Time to complete  
Number of clicks on the check solution button |
| T6   | The participant completes an exercise (in 5 min) | Time to complete  
Number of clicks on the check solution button |
| T7   | N/A |

The objective of RQ2 is to assess the usability of the BIPMIN system. To that extent we asked participants to complete the System Usability Scale (SUS) survey [53] upon completion of the trial. The SUS is a common tool used to assess the usability of software applications. It consists of 10 standard statements about the user’s experience using the application, with users asked to rate their agreement with each statement ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) using a Likert scale. The phrasing of statements alternates between positive and negative to remove any biases possible if any user simply ticked strongly agree to every statement without reading the survey.

The results from the SUS are combined to calculate a score ranging from 0 to 100. A score above 68 is considered above average. The score is calculated using the following equation:

\[
Score = 2.5 \left( \sum Q_{odd} - 1 \right) + \sum (5 - Q_{even})
\]

where \(Q_{odd}\) is the value for odd-numbered questions and \(Q_{even}\) is the value for even numbered questions.
RQ3 is instead related to the secondary goal of this study to analyse the preference of final users of gamified systems toward specific gaming mechanics.

To answer RQ3 three different versions of BIPMIN were developed, each including different game elements but with similar aesthetics. The game elements studied, and their use in the corresponding versions of the application are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Game elements present in each version of BIPMIN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Game Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>Progress bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Leaderboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avatars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards</td>
<td>Rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlockables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two sets of metrics were created to answer RQ2. The first related to directly observing student behaviour when faced with a choice between the different game elements. As part of the trial, participants were asked to complete one exercise in each of the three versions and afterwards asked to complete one exercise in the version of their choice (T6). This task was included to clearly show student preference for particular game elements, which might have differed from their responses to a related survey question. A final optional task (T7) was also provided, encouraging participants to complete further exercises in their chosen or other versions. The results from the final task were used to assess whether the game elements provided high enough motivation for participants to complete optional exercises.

The second set of metrics involved the formulation of a post-trial questionnaire. The questionnaire included questions relating to participant preferences between the three versions and also between the eight-game elements studied. The questions were designed using a ranking system, with participants asked to rank the different versions and game elements in terms of their enjoyment and preference of gamified mechanics. These results will serve for a preliminary investigation of the gamified mechanics that are preferred by the users and that may be worth deeper investigations in future experimentations.

4.1.3. Participants

Participants in the trial program were sought using convenience sampling from the cohort of Computer Engineering students at Politecnico. The participants were selected as representative masters-level students who would learn or use BPMN as part of their studies. Due to this being a preliminary trial program, only a small number of participants were arranged, with a larger experiment containing many more participants expected to be conducted during the Information Systems course in the next semester. A total of 12 volunteers were found to participate in the trial.

4.1.4. Procedure

The trial required participants to complete a number of tasks using a web-based prototype of the BIPMIN application. The full list of tasks is shown in Table 3. The first task was to complete a tutorial regarding the use of the BPMN Modeler bpmn.io, with participants accessing the public website of bpmn.io [54] to complete the tutorial. The task represented the non-gamified version of the tool, reflecting how students would have previously created BPMN diagrams before the creation of the BIPMIN tool, and served as a baseline for comparisons with the gamified versions.

Subsequent tasks involved the participant completing one exercise from each of the three versions of the BIPMIN application. During the completion of these exercises,
participants were asked to identify and interact with the various gamification elements used to familiarise themselves with the differences between the three versions. After each of these exercises was complete, the participant was then asked to complete one further exercise from a version of their choice. Finally, participants were encouraged to complete further exercises from any version if desired and then asked to complete two post-test questionnaires.

4.1.5. Methods

A within-subjects experimental technique was employed for this trial program. In this way, each participant performed the trial for each version of the application. This method was preferred over a between-subjects technique (where each participant performs the trial on only one version of the application) due to the small number of participants available for the trial program. This technique will be reviewed for future experiments involving a larger number of participants.

To counter the effects of order biases experienced when utilising the within-subject technique, a counter-balancing approach was adopted. Counter-balancing involved modifying the order of tasks completed by the participants such that participants experienced the different versions of the application in different orders. By adopting this approach, any efficiencies learned by participants during their completion of previous tasks in the trial were balanced across the three versions. The order of tasks was determined using a balanced Latin square [55], specifically to prescribe the order of tasks T3, T4, and T5 (as listed in Table 3), which corresponded to the completion of exercises in the progress, competition and rewards versions of the application respectively. With three versions of the application to be tested, the balanced Latin square consisted of 6 different variations to the order of task completion. These orders are listed in Table 6. With 12 volunteers participating in the trial program, each order was used exactly twice.

Table 6. Task order based on a balanced Latin square.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Results

The results of the evaluation trial program are reported herein, including the results of the recorded metrics for the two research questions analyzed and general observations about the trial and the utility of the BIPMIN application.

4.2.1. Motivation (RQ1)

RQ1 related to the motivation induced by the use of BIPMIN in the participants to the experiment, and to the performance obtained when using BIPMIN within the context of the trial.

The task metrics included assessing the time it took participants to complete each task during the trial. The average time for the 12 participants to complete each task is given in Table 7 alongside the success criteria for completing the task. In all instances, the average time taken by participants was less than the specified success criteria, indicating that the application was able to be successfully used and understood by the evaluators.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>3:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>0:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.1</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>2:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.2</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>0:07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4.1</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>4:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4.2</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>0:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4.3</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>0:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5.1</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>4:58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5.2</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>0:06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>4:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.3/4.4/5.3</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>0:14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tasks T3.3, T4.4 and T5.3 are all related to returning to the main screen. Since the order of these tasks varies depending on the participant task order (as defined in Table 6), they were combined, and the reported value represents the time taken to return to the main screen the first time the participant was requested to do so. In the subsequent related tasks, the participants already knew how to return to the main screen and generally would only take 1-2 seconds to complete the task. Although the average for this task is well within the success criteria, it is noted that there were three instances during the trial where the facilitator had to assist participants in returning to the main screen. This was not considered a significant issue because this main screen was implemented for trial purposes only and is not planned to be present in the final application. For the trial, however, it was suggested to include a home icon in the navigation bar beside the logo to more clearly indicate its use as a button to return to the main screen.

During the trial program, there were, however, 13 instances where participants took longer than 5 min to complete an exercise-related task (T3.1, T4.1, T5.1 or T6). Six of these instances were experienced during the two remote trials, which were conducted online. The longer times are attributed to the lag experienced with the interactions during the online subministration of the experiment, since the web prototype used was accessed by the participants through the use of remote desktop applications. Five of the instances were also during task 6, which, by designing exercises with incremental difficulty, would always be slightly more complicated than previously experienced. Of the in-presence trials, however, all times remained below 8 min per exercise.

A second task metric measured the number of times a participant clicked the “check solution” button when completing an exercise task. This metric was used to determine the evaluation engine’s usefulness and users’ ability to recover from errors present in their submitted diagrams. The results of this metric are given in Table 7. Most participants checked their solutions between 1 and 3 times before the solution was considered correct by the application. In a few instances, participants had to check more times, but only up to a maximum of 6 times. This low number, paired with observations of the participants during their interaction with the evaluation engine, proved its usability for interactive BPMN exercises. The answer to RQ1 is reported in Box 1.

**Box 1. Answer to RQ1.**

**Answer to RQ1:** The task performance measurements indicate that the introduction of gamification has no negative effect in BPMN modeling activities. The participants were motivated and encouraged to check their solutions and their results often by the gamified environment.
4.2.2. Usability (RQ2)

Once the trial tasks were completed, participants were requested to fill out the SUS survey. The score for each participant was calculated using Equation 1, and then the final score was calculated as the average amongst all participant responses. The results from the SUS survey are listed in Table 9. The average score for the BIPMIN application was 85.8, well above 68, considered to be the average usability of software applications. This number indicates that the BIPMIN application exhibits good usability characteristics, being more than above the average computed by Sauro [56], the most extensive study on the SUS survey, which ranks five hundred different evaluations made with the scale. To add more perspective, a study by Pekpazar et al. [57] ranked four of the most commonly used mobile applications by a sample of 222 participants (YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp, Mail app) with the SUS survey: results show an average score, respectively, of 84.02, 73.19, 87.32 and 76.72. The score obtained by the BIPMIN tool is comparable to the ones obtained by the four applications, but the small sample of participants must be considered: a large-scale experiment with more participants is almost certain to yield a different score, which may be in line with the one obtained in this study.

Table 9. System Usability Scale (SUS) scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning the usability and design of the BIPMIN application, many participants commented during the trial about how pleasant they found the design of the application, how it was intuitive and easy to use, and how they would be happy to interact with the application further as a learning tool for creating BPMN diagrams. These results show that the tool can be easily understood and picked up by students, as well as the fact that it is easy to use for the purpose of learning modeling. It is worth noting that high usability does not necessarily translate to high effectiveness and efficiency in learning activities. However, a high usability is still a valuable result, being it a necessary pre-requisite for the adoption and utilisation of any efficient gamified learning tool. Conclusions related to RQ2 are presented in Box 2.

**Box 2. Answer to RQ2.**

**Answer to RQ2:** The gamified system obtained a score of 85.8 in the System Usability Scale, above than the average usability of software applications (68).
4.2.3. Preferred Gamification Elements (RQ3)

The questions of the questionnaire related to RQ3 were aimed at identifying the gamification elements that were preferred by the users in the experimental sample. To answer RQ3 we directly observed the participants’ choices during the trial, and we analyzed their responses to a post-trial questionnaire.

During the trial, participants were given a task which required them to complete one extra exercise from the version of their choice (task T6). Figure 13 shows which version was chosen by participants to complete this task. The rewards version of the application was overwhelmingly the most chosen version, with 8 out of 12 participants selecting this version. 2 participants chose the progress and competition versions each. This is a particularly interesting result because the rewards version did not contain any key game elements popularly associated with gamification, the PBL trio of points, badges and leaderboards. It instead focused on providing rewards for tasks and showing a collection of pieces to unlock. An element of mystery was also provided in this version, with users encouraged to discover the hidden image.

![Figure 13. Version chosen during task T6.](image)

Upon trial completion, participants were also requested to complete a post-trial questionnaire. This questionnaire aimed to discover the effect of the different elements on participants’ feelings of enjoyment and motivation and also determine their preferences.

The questionnaire asked participants to rank the three versions in terms of their enjoyment of the presented mechanics, by ranking the versions from the most enjoyed (which was awarded 2 points) to the less enjoyed (0 points). with the mid-positioned version awarded 1 point. The chart in Figure 14 reports the total enjoyment scores for the different versions of the gamified system. The results highlight that the reward version proved to be the most enjoyed by the participants. It is worth highlighting that, however, the limited number of participants to the experiment and the limited length of the trials were a possible source of bias for the participants’ respondents, since the competitive mechanics of the tool could not be fully appreciated.

![Figure 14. Enjoyment score for each version of BIPMIN.](image)

Participants were also asked to rank the game elements according to which they enjoyed using the most. According to the rankings provided by the respondents, the game
elements were given a score ranging from 1 (the least enjoyed) to 8 (the most enjoyed). Figure 15 reports the scores obtained by all the game elements over the whole set of respondents. The most enjoyable elements were found to be, in order: rewards, avatars, aesthetics and leaderboards.

![Figure 15. Enjoyment score for each game element.](image)

A final question allowed participants to enter free text comments providing any feedback or suggestions relating to the BIPMIN application. The responses to this question included comments about how participants found the features in the tool useful and stimulating. They appreciated the visuals and novelty of the rewards collection provided in the rewards version. A participant also acknowledged that they were not competitive and did not care about the leaderboard but appreciated that other people might find it more motivating.

Several observations regarding using the different game elements were noted during the trial program. The competition version of the application was not assessed to be as enjoyable by the participants when compared to the rewards version. However, it was acknowledged by participants that the competition version might be more appealing when deployed in a classroom environment and when users are competing against known colleagues. One participant admitted that they wanted to compete with their colleagues. If they used the application while attending the Information Systems course, they envisaged using the competition version the most (even though in the experiment, they chose the rewards version). The lower performance of the competition version could be due to the evaluation being conducted in an independent trial environment. This possibility warrants further investigation and is recommended to be considered during future experiments.

General comments from participants during their use of the tool also indicated that they were pleased with how the game elements had been incorporated into the application, enjoying the look and feel of the elements. Participants were particularly pleased with the choice of avatars and the display of the rewards collection. The final answer for RQ3 is reported in Box 3.

### Box 3. Answer to RQ3.

**Answer to RQ3:** The gamification elements introduced in the tool were considered enjoyable by the participants, with a preference for rewards, avatars, aesthetics and leaderboards.

#### 4.2.4. General Observations

Separate from the two formulated research questions, this study also aimed to design a tool that effectively improved students' understanding of BPMN modeling. Observations relating to this goal were made during the evaluation session to assess the participants'
development of their BPMN modeling skills during the trial. These observations are summarised below:

- the majority of participants were noted to improve their component labelling practices during their use of the tool. After their first error notification about a component missing a label, they remembered in subsequent exercises to label all their components. Some participants even labelled more components than were deemed necessary by the linting module. Other participants already had good labelling practices and never experienced errors relating to missing labels.
- during the trial, some participants initially used the wrong type of component required for the exercise. Upon being notified and correcting their error, in subsequent exercises, these participants learnt to consider the types of components before submitting their solutions.
- generally, participants were noted to learn from previous errors and did not repeat any mistakes.

These observations suggest that the BIPMIN application positively improved the trial participants’ BPMN modeling practices. Further research is, however, required to quantitatively prove its effectiveness, which will be conducted in the following semester.

4.3. Recommendations

The following section provides recommendations for future development of the BIPMIN application based on the outcomes of the evaluation.

This study analysed the effectiveness of 8 different game elements in motivating students to learn BPMN modeling. With the plan to combine the three versions of the BIPMIN application into one version to be used by future courses, the following recommendations are made relating to the choice and implementation of the gamification elements:

1. results from this study found the top most enjoyable game elements to be: rewards, levels, progress bars, aesthetics, avatars and leaderboards. We therefore plan to keep such elements in the final version of the application. In particular, the rewards element was deemed both the most motivational and enjoyable by the participants in the evaluation for this study.
2. aesthetics was also found to be a key attribute that was important for motivation and enjoyment. The general aesthetics of BIPMIN were found to be pleasing to participants of the trial program and should be retained in future versions of the application. If any changes to the aesthetic design are proposed, they should be carefully considered.
3. this study only considered eight-game elements. However, many more game elements could be incorporated into the application. Of the elements analyzed in Section 2 the following could be suitably incorporated into BIPMIN:
   - Storytelling
   - Badges
   - Quests

Future studies could measure which elements are most interacted with by users to assess the effectiveness of the different elements in a combined application.
4. observations from the trial program indicated that the competition version might perform better in a classroom environment. Therefore, it is recommended to keep the game elements from the competition version in the final version of the application and to design an experiment to further test its motivational potential.

5. Threats to validity

The potential threats to the study validity are discussed according to the four categories reported by Wohlin et al. [58].

- Threats to Internal Validity concern factors that may affect the results and were not considered in the study. In this study, internal validity threats were mostly related to the design of the gamified tool and, more specifically, to the selection of the gamified mechanics
to implement. The selection of the gamified mechanics is based on the potential benefits and drawbacks discussed in related literature. However, it is not certain whether they constitute the optimal set of mechanics.

Similarly, in the discussed evaluation, a separation of the BIPMIN mechanics in two different subsets was performed. A verification was not undertaken to understand whether the grouping had an influence on the results of the evaluation and if better groupings were available.

Finally, there can also be some concerns regarding the implementation of the evaluation engine, as it currently checks only whether a diagram respects syntactic quality, omitting evaluations of pragmatic and semantic quality. This limitation, together with the fact that the various evaluation criteria defined by the engine are limited and do not cover every possible aspects of BPMN modeling, can be considered a relevant detail that may affect the inferred results.

**Threats to Conclusion Validity** are factors that can lead the researcher to reach an incorrect conclusion about a relationship in their observations.

The evaluation of the tool described in the paper serves as a preliminary evaluation of the usability of the tool and the feasibility of an application of BPMN education in a learning context. The collected results might therefore be invalidated by thorough future empirical evaluations of the tool.

Regarding the evaluation of the progress version of the tool, the length of the experimental phase, which involved a small set of tasks performed by each participant, can be seen as a limitation of the value of the gathered results. To better evaluate the progress features, experiments with a longer time span, including multiple tasks performed by the same participants, will be set up as future work.

Moreover, it must also be mentioned that results concerning the competition version of the tool are to be considered partial and preliminary, as the amount of participants to the evaluation experiment is too small to evaluate competition mechanisms. The time constraint of the experiment may as well have an impact on the participants’ evaluation of competition mechanisms, since leaderboards and points mechanisms can hardly be evaluated in a short period.

Finally, no evaluation can be performed on the effectiveness of the tool about learning core BPMN concepts, since the tool has not been yet employed in a full course where the competence of the participants in modeling BPMN diagram has been evaluated before and after the utilization of the gamified learning tool.

**Threats to Construct Validity** concern the relationship between theory and observation. In the case of this study, there was no direct mapping between the metrics that could be measured in the evaluation phase (i.e., enjoyment, time to complete tasks, preferred versions of the tool) and the effectiveness of the BIPMIN software when used as a learning tool. It will be necessary to perform longitudinal experiments to seek possible correlations between the utilisation of the tool and the students’ grades to evaluate the tool effectiveness as a learning instrument, as reported in the Future Work section.

**Threats to External Validity** concern whether the results can be generalized. This study reported the results of a preliminary validation performed on a tool to be used in a gamified educational context, with the objective of teaching process modeling with BPMN models. The preliminary results discussed cannot be generalized to other methodologies that can be used for process modeling or cannot be generalised to general educational settings. The selection of the gamification mechanics to introduce can also have an influence on the results of evaluations performed on a gamified tool. Therefore, the results of the preliminary validation cannot be compared to those of tools that employ different gamification mechanics and dimensions.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This study applied gamification principles to Computer Engineering education by designing a gamified tool for the teaching of BPMN practices. The effectiveness of different
game elements was then analyzed to determine which elements were the most important for improving student motivation and engagement with the tool and, by extension, the subject.

A prototype web application was developed named BIPMIN, which implemented three different designs, each incorporating different game elements relating to either progress, competition or rewards. The web application was designed following Software Engineering design principles. Additionally, for this study, an evaluation engine was developed to enable the automatic assessment of BPMN diagrams, and its suitability was analyzed.

A trial program was then conducted to evaluate the tool usability and the effectiveness of the various game elements in motivating the students. The program involved 12 volunteer participants from the cohort of Computer Engineering students, who were asked to complete several tasks using the web application. Participants’ choices and performance were recorded during the trial and used to assess the tool usability and effectiveness at increasing motivation.

The tool effectiveness at improving students’ understanding of BPMN modeling was also assessed. Participants were observed during the trial program to: improve their component labelling practices; consider the types of components in their diagrams, and learn from their previous errors in responding to notifications from the evaluation engine. These observations suggest that the BIPMIN application improved the trial participants’ BPMN modeling practices. This study demonstrated the potential of gamification and its components in motivating students to engage with a BPMN teaching tool.

The application usability performed well, scoring an average of 85.8 on the System Usability Scale. Participants were generally pleased with the user interface design aesthetics, layout and intuitiveness. Despite the application’s good usability performance, several recommendations were proposed to improve the usability further. These recommendations included adding additional feedback to users relating to any errors found with their submitted exercise solutions and adapting terminology used to be more broadly understandable by students. It was also suggested to implement additional reference material within the web application, including a tutorial introducing the BPMN components and their usage.

The rewards version was found to be the most enjoyable for students of the three different designs analyzed. It performed strongly in all criteria when compared to the progress and competition-based designs. However, by analysing the feedback received during the trial, we noted that the competition version could perform better in a classroom environment, where students could compete against their classmates directly. Further analysis of these elements was therefore recommended better to understand the cohort’s behaviour in a learning environment.

This study, given the limited number of participants that performed the evaluation of the gamified BPMN modeling learning platform, can serve only as a preliminary evaluation of the tool, mostly in terms of usability and possibility of applying it to an educational context. As an immediate extension of the current work, it is planned to apply the BIPMIN tool to all the practice classes of a BPMN modeling course, to collect a statistically significant sample of answers. Having a longer time span for the execution of the experiment, and a higher number of participants, will allow measurement of the quality of implementation and the benefits provided by specific characteristics of the tool, namely the progress mechanism (which requires multiple tasks to be executed) and the competition mechanisms (which requires a high number of participants to be appreciated). The utilization of the gamified learning tool in the context of a masters’ degree course, moreover, will allow to evaluate in a quantitative way the effectiveness of gamified education of BPMN modeling, by comparing the performance in tasks by the students – and eventually the related course grades – before and after the application of gamification elements and dynamics.
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